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Abstract — Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a parallel smart contract-enabled blockchain to Binance Chain that 
provides a permissionless platform for decentralized applications (DApps). My Rich Coin or abbreviated as 
MRC is a token made from the Binance blockchain (BEP20) which has four main development goals, namely 
the blockchain gaming platform, wallet for assets, virtual currency trading platform for games, and game 
crowdfunding. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a parallel smart 

contract-enabled blockchain to Binance Chain that 
provides a permissionless platform for decentralized 
applications (DApps). While Binance Chain offers 
high throughput targeting active crypto trades, it lacks 
in the programmability department. 

My Rich Coin or abbreviated as MRC is a 
token made from the Binance blockchain (BEP20) 
which has four main development goals, namely the 
blockchain gaming platform, wallet for assets, virtual 
currency trading platform for games, and game 
crowdfunding. 

MRC coin is built with the IBEP20 code with 
solidity 0.8.0 language which has a good level of 
security so that MRC coin holders have no doubts 
about investing for a long time. 

MRC coins can be stored in several digital 
wallets such as Metamask, Trust Wallet. In the future, 
MRC coins can be used in MRC games by gamers to 
purchase MRC game products which can provide 
benefits for gamers and MRC coin holders. 
 

II. PROJECT WORK 

- Blockchain Gaming Platform 
we're focused on creating a globalized gaming 

platform for blockchain digital currencies. By creating 
and integrating game content, we have formed a 
foundation for blockchain digital currencies that will 
help provide digital currency solutions for a variety of 
entertainment services. Entertaining content is the way 

to help blockchain technology develop at a more rapid 
pace, making it more popular. 
 
- Wallet for Digital assets 

A smart digital asset wallet for gamers 
worldwide, implementing digital asset management, 
future myrichcoin.com investment and crowdfunding 
for game project provide support for MRC Wallet. this 
is an innovation for the unknown "blue Ocean" 
market, a digital asset wallet for bilion of gamers the 
wold over. 

 
- Virtual Currency trading platform for games 

A Global digital asset trade platform for games, 
supporting MRC coins and providing support for 
further myrichcoin.com investment and crowdfunding 
project in the future. The digital asset trading platform 
can also service billion of gamers around the world, all 
while cooperating with a variety of trading platforms 
to form a kind of symbiotic relationship that benefits 
everyone. 

 
- Games Crowdfunding 

by creating the primary crowdfunding and 
information portal for the global games industry, 
exclusive and top quality projects are able to nurtured 
by MRC-coin Fund, with an early bird phase only 
allowing MRC Coin Investments. 

III. CODE CONTRACT 
 
pragma solidity ^0.8.0; 
contract mrcoin is ERC20, ERC20Burnable { 
    constructor() ERC20("My Rich Coin", "MRC") { 
        _mint(msg.sender, 117000000 * 10 ** 
decimals()); 



 

 
 

    } 
} 

 
Based on the source code above, it can be 

seen that the number of MRC coins created was 
only 117 million, and coins cannot be added, 
because the mint function in the smart contract 
does not exist. The following is a written contract 
facility. In figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Write Contract 

 

IV. TOKEN  ECONOMIES 

 
The MRC allocation is a fair distribution of 

coins to fulfill future MRC projects. The following is 
the allocation token in table 1. 

Table 1. Token Allocation 

Marketing partners     4,680,000   4 % 
Team   17,550,000 15 % 

Initial circulating supply   18,720,000 16 % 
DAO Maker sale   29,250,000 25 % 

Liquidity   46.800,000 40 % 
Total Supply 117,000,000 100 % 
 

Based on table 1 above, the total allocation to 
meet the needs of Fully Diluted Valuation and Initial 
Market Cap is in table 2. 

Table 1. Fully Dilluted Valuation and Initial Market Cap 

Fully Dilluted Valuation   $1,200,000 
Initial Market Cap $196,000 

 
 
 
 

V. ROADMAPS 

 
To fulfill the MRC development activities so 

that the developer has a clear direction, a roadmap is 
needed in completing the MRC project. Following are 
the MRC coin roadmaps in table 3. 

Table 3. Roadmaps 

Phase I 

: Team Building 
: Blockchain Wallet Access Function  
  Test, 
: Official Site, 
: PRE-SALE, 

Phase II 

: PancakeSwap Listing 
: Coingecko Listing 
: Coinmarketcap Listing 
: Marketing with twitter influencers 

Phase III 
: Finish Whitepaper v1.0 for Games 
: Setup Foundation and Legal  
  Structure 

Phase IV 

: The Batch of Game Character 
: Main Gaming Framework  
  Development 
: MRC Games - Infrastructure for  
  Blockchain Developer 

Phase V 

: DAO - Decentralized Community  
  Launch 
: Launch Game for MRC-Games App 
: Launch MRC-Wallet 
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